
 

Early warning system for dikes passes field
test
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Sensors and intelligent systems for analyzing sensor data can detect damage to
dikes at an early stage, and thus protect longer dike segments as well.
Technology developed by Siemens for this has now passed its field test, which
was conducted on a chain of sensors spread out along a length of five kilometers
of a dike in Amsterdam. The sensor system permanently records and transmits
data on the dike's condition. Experts believe such automated dike monitoring can
reduce maintenance costs by ten to maximally 20 percent. A Siemens employee
checks the data transmission box with built-in sensors at the dike.
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Sensors and intelligent systems for analyzing sensor data can detect
damage to dikes at an early stage, and thus protect longer dike segments
as well. Technology developed by Siemens for this has now passed its
field test, which was conducted on a chain of sensors spread out along a
length of five kilometers of a dike in Amsterdam. The sensor system
permanently records and transmits data on the dike's condition. Experts
believe such automated dike monitoring can reduce maintenance costs
by ten to maximally 20 percent.

Dike protection is becoming more important around the world as sea
levels rise and the incidence of storms increases. More than two-thirds of
all European cities are now examining ways to protect themselves from
river and ocean flooding. According to the Munich Re reinsurance
company, flooding accounted for nearly 40 percent of all damage caused
by natural disasters worldwide in 2013.

Real time information available

Waternet Amsterdam is the pilot customer for the dike monitoring trials
and the operator of the local drinking and wastewater network. The
company is also responsible for more than 1,000 kilometers of dikes.
These dikes protect 700 square kilometers of land on which more than
one million people live. The dikes used to undergo maintenance work
every five to 30 years, depending on their material. Regardless if that
was sand, clay, peat, or soil, the dikes' stability had to be measured at
regular intervals. Experts inspected them every few years and sank
measuring devices into the ground.

Today, information can be called up in real time on smartphones. In
order to extend sensor battery life, reports on dike conditions are only
sent once an hour, although if danger is detected reports will be sent in
one-minute intervals. The data is collected by sensors that are inserted
into the dike around every 100 meters. The sensors are located above
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and below the surface of the water, where they measure the temperature,
pressure, and humidity within the dike, as well as the depth and
temperature of the water in the canal. The results are then sent via GPRS
to a control center, where the data is processed and compared with long-
term historical measurements.

Warmer dike means water has seeped in

If, for example, an interior temperature of 14 degrees Celsius is
measured within a dike, it could be an indication that the levee is about
to break because warmer water has seeped in. That's because
groundwater - and thus the inside of a dike - has a temperature of about
eight degrees. The system compares the real-time data with the history.
For example, it measures the height of the water table and then calls up
data on the amount of precipitation that normally falls in the area at that
time of year- and whether there was a recent drought that would allow
the dike to take in more water or if the dike is already saturated. The
material the dike is made of also plays a role because it makes it possible
to determine how likely a landslide is.

The neural networks used can distinguish between typical and atypical
deviations. They can often sound an alarm weeks or months before a
problem occurs. If conditions along a number of sections are the same,
the software system can even draw precise conclusions about those dike
sections which are not equipped with sensors.
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